
I am in the villa going up to my project museum and see that my hunter neighbour has set up a surf with a note. He does not wish any visitors to enter and as I turn to the left I see that he has also put a fence. There are also messaged there but as I turn further I see some counter messages.

I am in a restaurant and walk past a group of Italian politicians on my way to the bathroom. They are actually all fascists and I start to confront them. Their leader is actually a woman and cannot compete with me. She then pulls back and I run back to my table showing my powerful chest.

I am on a mountain road with my girlfriend's best friend. The latter's boyfriend is also there and wants to take a photo exactly as they did it the last time they were on that road. They actually have a robot to do so and they let it run around to fix the landscape as in the previous pictures.

I am driving in an old car with a mattress on top. It actually falls down just next to two black immigrants. As one of them helps me to put the mattress back on the roof I see that the other is stealing from the trunk. He steals my memory sticks and I manage to take it back and drive away.

I am in a busy church standing next to my stepfather. He is trying to talk to a tall Japanese guy and I realize that he is a karate champion. I then talk to him myself and we improvise a reiki dance with some older women. One of them thinks I have a lot of energy and I realize she is young.

I am in a park and lay down next to a couple smoking a joint. The blond girl comes to me to smoke some of it but I don't want it. The rasta black guy also comes to invite me to smoke and I try to come up with an excuse. I then tell him that I am there only to take a nap and my eyes are closing.

I am about to be put in prison by several guards in front and behind me. One of them throws a bag with my belongings over a wall and I understand that behind is my jail. I then go inside and look up the guy I have to share it with. I read his name on my phone but he tells me he is new there.

I am with my daughter in the kitchen of our Dutch house and wait for her to eat her sandwich. She only makes small bites of the ham around it and I tell her to also eat the bread. She obeys but I realize that I have used an old bread to make her sandwich and I should have at least warm it up.

I am at a ceremony with the Italian and the German dictator. In between them is another politician posing like them and I help him to put a hand on his chest like the French emperor. He is not able to do it properly and in the end the German dictator says that I should be the replacement.

I am in a villa with a girl looking for her friend. She has been searching everywhere but cannot find her and I try to look back in the corridor where she already looked for her. Almost at the end I see that there is a small staircase leading to the basement and we find the girl doing drugs there.

I am in a farm next to a Finnish airport hosted by some friends. I actually need to get on a plane and check that I have all the documents I need. I then walk outside and realize that I am in oldest son's farm. He is in the old cabin there and I go to greet him. As I walk away I start crying a lot.

I am in a Arab barber shop with my girlfriend. Our son got shaved and we are about to go out but the owner shows us the mint bread they are baking in a stone oven. We then accept some and seat outside to eat it. It is very sunny and I want to stay out but my girlfriend wants to go back home.

I am inside a British station looking for the platform where my high speed train is departing. A conductor shows it to me and I finally get on the train along with another guy. We both look for a seat and pass a compartment with several Japanese girls dancing. I don't mind them and seat down.

I am in a empty dormitory at night when my spiritual friend comes with the cover he has made for my film. It shows a female character without a face and I realize I will have to stick to that character throughout the entire movie. I want to ask my friend how he did it and I find him in a bathtub.

I am at a party wit some old university friend when a Danish girl comes to show me some videos she has made with her friends. It shows the girls on a shore being fucked from behind by their respective boyfriends. They are only pretending but she is not wearing a bra and I get an hard on.

I am biking in the countryside and pass two American guys jogging. As I keep on biking I realize that they have been running through the fields to catch up with me. They are about to catch me but I find that I am on an electric bike and I haven't started the engine yet. I do so to cross a bridge.

I am at an opening of an exhibition and start talking to an important film maker. I haven't told him about my project and he is about to go but I ask him if I can take a picture of him. He then wears his metal sunglasses and I photograph but the resolution is very low and I try to put it higher.

I am walking in an old city with an American guy but he turns to the right and I want to go straight through a gallery. I pass by a church with the door open and hear that there is beautiful music being played inside. I go in and see that there is a blind man performing with a stick and a string.

I am with my parents biking on the hills and my stepfather tells me of a beautiful villa we should visit. We then bike down and come to a town with a lot of traffic. As we get off our bikes to cross the main street a man on a car tells my father that his black bike should be red as an expensive car.

I am in a playground next to our Dutch house when some neighbours tell me that they have checked my project on-line and they are really impressed. I actually feel embarrassed but soon other neighbours arrive and they inspect the roof of the nearby house. I then smuggle to my own house.

I am walking with a girl on a road and see that there is a river on our right. I then ask her to walk over the dike but she goes up the opposite direction. We can also see the river from there and she points out a house she likes on the other side of the river. I actually like the one next to it.

I am helping an architect to build a church. We use big but light bricks and I start to plaster over them. The architect is impressed about my skills and start talking about employing me. I then realize that we are also making the door with bricks and I plaster it green to make it look like metal.

I am looking at my computer for prices to take a taxi to a cheap hotel we have booked in a small island. I then realize that the island is not that small and the taxis charges a lot of money. Our hotel is actually on the opposite coast of the harbour and I look for a closer harbour to save money.

I am walking down to a Swiss valley where I am having an exhibition with a Danish classmate. There are already a lot of people in the local museum and my parents are also there to congratulate me. I then explain to them that I am showing very little and also see my Polish friend there.

I am in my study about to work on my project when my girlfriend sends me a paper. I cannot understand what it is but then I realize that it is a document she wants me to sign. I should use her signature and she sends me a picture of it. It is full of scribbles and I will have to remove them.

I am walking with my stepfather and my twin sister in a German city. We are trying to make it back to the hotel and follow a road with big new buildings. As it get dark we reach an historical center and I remember a way through a gallery but my stepfather takes us to pray in a church ahead.

I am in a garden attending a lecture for kids. Some of them has to leave and they are called up front to tell about their own countries. I then play football with the others but throw the ball down a canal. A plant has managed to stop it but a kid through it once more and I have rescue it again.

I am in the kitchen of our Dutch house with our fat neighbours getting angry. I try not to care about them and write on my phone but the woman thinks I am contacting the police and try to smash a chair on my head. I then run out in the garden but she is also very fast and I have slippers. 

I am cleaning up inside a giant pyramid I have built as my project museum. There are a lot of broken tiles I can actually throw away and I start carrying them to the door when two persons on four wheelers come in. It is the granddaughter of my neighbour and her boyfriend who came to visit.

I am walking in a forest with my mountain neighbour's wife and a young guy. We are about to walk up a mountain and I notice that both of them are wearing a climbing harness. I then ask if it is going to be dangerous and the guy tells me that there is only one part but I can use his harness.

I am in a stadium with my small daughter watching a car race. They are ready to start and our favorite car is in front but immediately pulls out. The cars in the back have an accident and one of them ends on the other side of the road where the cars that are leading the game are approaching.

I am working on my laptop making a new page for my project. The interface I am using notifies me that the page will expire in three months and I notice that it has been set under the philosophy category. I then try to change category to see if I can have the page for an unlimited time.

I am in the basement of my parents' old house looking for some pants. I take one out but it has holes and I look for another one. They all have holes and I show them to my mother thinking she might buy some new ones for me but she just tells me to bring them to the street with the garbage.

I am in a shop with an old friend and he invites me to have dinner at his place. My best friend is also there and he proposes to eat at a restaurant instead. I actually have very little money but decide to go anyway and even look in a catalogue for some fake mustaches to buy as a present.

I am walking in a German city and see that the son of my mountain neighbour is drinking a beer with a local girl. He is usually very depressed and I wonder how he can be so cheerful and confident. I then realize that we are staying at the same hostel and I walk there but I don't have the keys.

I am with my daughter taking her to her new school. The gate is actually closed even though we are perfectly on time. The fence has spikes on top and it is too dangerous to cross but I notice that under one part there is a hole. I then realize that it is big enough for children to enter from there.

I am walking with the son of my mountain neighbour and see that my small daughter is seating in the middle of a road. I then tell her to follow us and we get in a beautiful cemetery with many small sculptures. One of them shows an athlete and I realize it is my neighbour's family grave.

I am biking in the Dutch countryside and reach a forest. I then write a message my girlfriend where I am and then make it through the forest. As I reach the end I write a message to her brother who has a cottage there. He doesn't answer and I just go to the cottage to pretend I am angry.

I am seating in a living room waiting to go to the bathroom. A girl is already inside and there is her friend waiting next to me. The latter has very thin brown hairs covering her face and I realize that we are kept together in the dark so that we can get to know each other. I then giver her a kiss.

I am biking with a girl over a narrow wooden bridge. We meet some guys walking the opposite direction and one of them tells is that the cottage we want to reach is very close. I don't believe him and he starts to make fun of me. They turn back to walk with us to the cottage and I hit him.

I am in an office working on my computer when two guys come with many fried doughs. I am already making my own and they tell me to stop otherwise I overcook them. As I start pulling them out I realize they are still uncooked. I look more carefully and see they are small living humans.

I am packing my things from my mother's place and load them on my kids stroller. My brother-in-law is also there with a friend and starts telling me I am doing it wrong. He then tries to fix some levels under the stroller but I get angry with him and say that we will never see us again. 

I am walking with a man to a stadium where the Italian football team will be playing a tournament. The first game is against the Scottish team and I tell the man that I read about their captain recovering from an injury. He then tells me not to worry about it and that all other teams are weak.

I am in a big plastic canoe rowing behind an American guy with an identical canoe. The river is quite calm but we get into a bigger river and the water is very agitated. We actually risk to capsize and I decide to abandon my canoe and seat in the back of the American's canoe to stabilize it.

I am walking on a road and pass by a house. On the ground floor I can see through the window my old Swedish friend watching television with his wife. I then knock on the glass and he comes out to walk with me even though he has had diabetes for a long time and his legs got amputated.

I am in my mountain village at night and see two bikers coming from above. One of them is actually my uncle and he demands that I give him back all of his father's furniture. I then tell him to follow me and just walk down a dark road but realize that he can just follow a rope I am dragging.

I am walking in a park with my girlfriend and a guy who shows us the work of an artist. The latter had a lot of money to provide the city with more nature but instead of making new parks she has created recreational areas. I then look at the asphalt she has used and find it already old.

I am on a street helping an old man to walk. There is a clown in front and he leads us inside a condominium and out again. I am not sure I can trust him but we come to a female clown performing on the road. The first clown starts jumping in front of her while I continue leading the old man.

I am at a traffic light and see a guy on an expensive jeep. It is like the one my stepfather has but on my side the window is just a gate and he can go in and out. On the side of the driver however is normal glass but I can see that on his steer he has a lot of devices and many tools on the ceiling.

I am in the very small but new bathroom of a friend and I try to wash my hands. The sink is in a corner next to the door and I turn the water on but it is so small that all the water starts pouring out. I then notice another crane I have to activate to let that water run into a bucket and I do so.

I am in the apartment of a famous artist with another famous artist. They are both starting to watch a movie from an important director I have never heard of. I then also join them and the first artist tells me to pick some movies to bring home. I pick two boxes but they are all in Danish.

I am with my younger son in a forest and look after him while he walks to my mountain neighbours who are resting on some chairs. I am glad to show them how busy I am tending my son but he gets inside their van. The trunk is open and full of dry fruit that he is about to pull down.

I am in the living room of our Dutch house looking at a carpenter fixing our door. It is not straight and I help him to hold the frame out while he adds a metal and then a plastic tube on the wall. It turns out straight but I realize that the door became too small and I will have to plaster around it.

I am watching the winter Olympics and see a guy going down a steep mountain with a snowboard. There are several jumps of the same heights and at equal distances. The guy doesn't even make an effort and smoothly go over them. As I look at his face closely I realize that he is my age.

I am in a hotel room helping a girl to pack her stuff. She actually gives all her perfumes but instead of packing them I decide to hide them inside the toilette lid. There is not really any handle to open it and it can pass a long time before anyone discover it but I find it a very poetic thing to do. 

I am in a bookstore and find that the owner has written a book translated in many different languages. It was a bestseller and I try to talk to him about it. He then tells me that he has collaborated with an American university and looks in the shelves for a catalogue but I already know about it.

I am in a terrace with a man bragging about himself. As he tells me that he is the main advisor of a football team I realize that he just wants to take me to bed. He wants to see my work and we go inside. I should bend down to turn on a computer but he is right behind me ready to harass me.

I am outside an institution waiting for an appointment but realize that I have to be there earlier. I have a card I can use to open the door but anyway smuggle inside as soon as a woman opens up. I then make it to the top floor where all the spots are numbered and I start looking for mine.

I am in a library seating with other students. No one of them is really studying and I try to listen to their conversations. I then realize that they are all quite dumb. One of them has short and black hairs. I then think how I wouldn't have been so discriminated going to an American school.

I am in a clinic waiting for my daughter to get checked by a doctor. I then get a call from my Italian architect telling me that there is an officer who is checking whether the installation we made is not disrupting the environment. He says that in the worst case we just have to fill in a form.

I am in a garden listening to a band playing. I then realize that they are all serfs of an aristocrat who is in front of them dancing. He is actually going to get married with a brunette but suddenly also decides to marry a serf. The latter is very beautiful with blond hairs and she gets very happy.

I am on a train with my girlfriend going down south. We need to reach a northern Italian city but she shows me that we will have to go all the way to the capitol to then take a train back north again. I find it very unnecessary and tell her we could have stopped in another station before.

I am in an apartment with my daughter and try to relax on the sofa. I actually want to watch some TV but realize that all the channels are showing the same cartoon. As I keep on looking for a different channels I can see that it is about a swan who doesn't know she can fly and tries to swim.

I am in a big city with my girlfriend and her father. As we walk to the city center the latter finds on his phone a series of other attractions he would like to see outside the city. One of them is the harbour behind us and I convince him to go there telling him that there is even a shopping center.

I am watching a map of a path above a lake. I actually want to walk there with my youngest son and realize that there is even a castle to see. As I try to figure out how to make a round the wife of an Italian friend shows me that there is no path at the end of the lake. I then decide not to go.

I am driving with my girlfriend inside a parking lot. As we wait for other cars to enter I notice a former American colleague trying to take off with an homemade helicopter. It is very small and I see that our daughter is seating behind her. They are just too heavy together and it cannot lift up.

I am walking through an old village and see that they have a shelf with a set of free dishes. I then take what I can and start walking outside the village but reach a square with a lot of chickens. I have to make it through a bar to finally get out of the village but some of the chickens attack me.

I am in a laboratory with a scientist who is taking care of my daughter. She is seating on some books on top of his shelf and he explains to me what a genius she is. He is actually putting her in a special program and I realize that she will start working for the department of defense.

I am looking at my phone and find that one of my twin cousins wants to connect with me on a social network. I then immediately accept his invitation and he sends me a lot of pictures of his mother. I can see that the latter is living in a house facing a canal and all sort of boats come by.

I am in a military office trying to get recruited as a soldier. There are also other applicants by I am the first to hand in a form to a secretary. The latter tells me that I was too fast and I have missed a whole part. She then suggests me to do more of civic service kind of job like painting bombs.

I am in a long and empty beach with my daughter looking at the horizon. It is all on fire and I can see that it is coming against us. We then start running on the dunes in the opposite direction and realize that there are a multitude of small pink elephants flying and spitting fire with their noses.

I am in an airport showing an agent how I have packed my hand luggage and that of my youngest son. I am afraid that mine is too big but he tells me that it is fine and I should just worry about my winter jacket. I am carrying it against my waist and manage to fit it inside my son's luggage.

I am on a small beach with a famous sculptor from the mountains. He is looking at the sky and I realize that he has managed to put a sculpture with a big round hole in the air. He tells me that he has also managed to put one around a tunnel but he still keeps on with religious sculptures.

I am in an apartment with an Arab girl and her brother. We are actually waiting for the latter to shower but he is very slow. I see the water running but he is not showering yet and just comes out to talk to me. He is very fat and seats down to show me the very big shoe he has bought to shower.

I am in a Dutch kindergarten with other parents and I realize I can finally understand what they are saying. I then follow our representative outside to hear what she is saying and see a drawing on the wall. It shows my youngest son the year before when I was still not able to speak any Dutch.

I am in a room with my old University classmates. I am actually talking to my Norwegian classmates about my oldest son but realize that my Greek friend is also there. I then turn to the latter to tell him that my son has become very interested in mathematic but he asks me what kind.

I am at a dinner with my mountain neighbours and tell one about our children. Our youngest keeps calling her husband distorting the first letter of his name and making it sound like a pine tree. We then joke that the pine has to go around with his tractor to pick more pines in the forest. 

I am in an apartment with my aunt and stand by the window. I make her curtain dirty and try to clean it by shaking it outside the window. There are glass pieces falling but also some crystals that were attached on the edges. My aunt doesn't really comment about it but I need to fetch them.

I am with my best friend in an empty parking lot. He just got a new electric bike delivered and he shows it to me keeping it upside down. I agree it is beautiful but there is oil dripping and I tell him to turn it back. I also have a new bike but realize that it is not electric and looks like my old one.

I am in a villa preparing for a party. The host is frying potatoes but I realize that they are only a few. I then tell him that I could use the potatoes he has left to do another dish. I want to boil them in small pieces but he tells me that he is cooking enough food and there is no space for me to cook.

I am at a festival and want to show some curators the work of my spiritual friend. I actually find one of his animations I have never see. It zooms in the earth and ends up in an Austrian city on the tip of the highest skyscraper where a small fetus is floating in the air and starts to grow bigger.

I am in a bathroom of a luxury hotel and find the urinary also very expensive. I actually don't care to get to close to it and when I am done peeing I notice that there are all sort of accessories to make myself more handsome. I want to cut my beard the old way but there is someone's bag there. 

I am walking on the sidewalk and see my children nanny and her friend seating on the ground and laughing. I then come close and see that they are looking at a picture of an older man next to a younger woman. The latter was the nanny of his children and I realize we are in the same position.

I am in a studio filming myself painting. I actually start moving all my colour tubes from the wall where they are hanging down on the ground so that I can rearrange them on the table. I then start filming but realize that the tubes are on the way and are not matched according to their colour.

I am outside a cafe trying to write an essay. I actually start writing one about the cafe's owners and decide to seat elsewhere so that they don't read on my screen. I just go in the middle of a pedestrian road and seat on the pavement to work but my stepfather sees me and gets angry with me.

I am in my mountain fields talking to my best friend on the phone. As he tells me about a book written by a man who wanted to commit suicide I notice that my neighbours have been plowing my land with their tractor. I then tell my friend I have to plant potatoes but the land is all slided.

I am in my parents' house and walk to the attic. My stepfather is on the way and I manage to go up without greeting him. In the attic there are a lot of book in shelves and I manage to make more space in one by removing a few I don't need. As I try to remove some more I hear my mother jelling.

I am checking an illustration I made of a tropical beach. It should be divided in six parts but I can only find five. As I look better at the coast line to the right I can see that there are actually two mountains of two different colours in the distance and I should count them as two separate entities.

I am standing by a TV presenter interviewing a group of Ethiopian men queuing. They heard the news that a famous barber is coming to town and they all want to have a haircut. As one of them is interviewed I realize that they all have the same fluffy hairs and might only need some trimming. 

I am about to get in a car right before a terror attack. I then try to speed up but a boy is also with me and after getting inside he gets back out to try to find his friend's ring. I immediately call him back inside before the terrorists arrive and we get kidnapped but he just keeps outside searching.

I am driving in a narrow street and realize that there are many German tourists there. One of them is driving slowly in front of me. I am getting irritated but he finally stops to get into a house he has rented. As I keep on driving I wonder what it is so beautiful in that place so far from the sea.

I am in a small gallery observing how the curator there presented my work. It is really nice with even the business cards I gave her placed in a collage on the wall. Some Mexican people are also visiting and I try to tell them in Spanish to go visit the museum I have just built in the mountains.

I am in a room with several other people when a drag queen comes in. She looks like a normal guy but every time she falls she sounds like a woman. After pulling herself up again she forces everyone on one side of the room and I hide myself behind a fridge in case she start shooting at us.

I am on a dirt road and come to a stone wall with cows on the other side. I want to film them and seat on the wall but they start moving to the right. I anyway keep filming them but one comes really close to me and starts biting my hand. I then hit her with my phone but she doesn't let go.

I am seating on a country road with an Italian friend. He just got a new racing bike and I show him mine. I complain that it is very slow and he tries to make the back wheel to spin. It looks like it is quite okay but then he tries to check the chain and agrees that I should get a new bike too. 

I am walking in the garden of an orphanage and see that some kids have a skin disease. I then think that they must be suffering a lot and put some antibiotic lotion on their skin but realize that the teacher is looking at me. He is actually an old friend and he lets me leave as nothing happened. 

I am with an old high school friend standing in front of an empty restaurant. Another guy also arrives and seems to recognize me. I find him quite scary and we just try to ignore him by going inside. As my friend orders a pizza without crunch the other guy also comes in and orders the same.

I am in an hotel room talking on the phone with my new assistant. He is actually already at the place where I am supposed to exhibit but will have to leave as soon as I get there. He anyway wants to get credits for his work and I then tell him that he should at start preparing the exhibition. 

I am at a gas station and see my Dutch musician friend refilling his motorbike. I actually have a bigger one and get on the highway with a lot of clothes on. There is a police car behind me and I slow down but they are putting a new type of black asphalt ahead of us. I then hold my breath. 

I am in an office and realize that my colleagues are resigning. I am actually taking over their place and go to my pigeon hole to see if I have any mail. I only find a green note saying I should hand in details about when I am also planning to resign. I then decide not to answer and go to my desk.


